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Now Surfacing: 
Fresh Kitchen Ideas

Stunning Stone 
Laminates for  

Every Decor



Modern 
Farmhouse

Scandinavian 
Style

Industrial 
Luxe

Welcome 
Home

Kitchens laid out for 
the business of making, 
baking, and serving.  

These composite-stone 
laminates add style to 
kitchens of all sizes.

With natural materials that 
call out to be touched, these 
minimalist kitchens exude 
warmth and efficiency. 

Loft kitchens have evolved 
from their rough-and-
ready roots, with upscale 
elements now balancing 
industrial touches.
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Size up 
Panorama’s 
beauty with 
100%-scale 
swatches.
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Increasingly, a kitchen is more than 
where you make food. It’s evolved 
into a showplace in which to entertain 
friends, a den to reconnect with 
family, and a home office to tend to 
all those emails. Arborite’s latest 
laminates graciously provide for this 
all, providing the beauty and durability 
of natural stone at a fraction of the 
cost. Take a look and you’ll see.

Panorama

Stunning realism. 
High fidelity.  
Microtextured finishes. 
Full size.
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Panorama4

Modern 
farmhouse 
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Terrazzo Grande 
P-1014

Like the limestone and gravel on a 
country road, this speckled surface 

has a rough, honest charm.

A country kitchen is a working 
kitchen, laid out for the 
business of making, baking, 
and serving. So, go ahead: 
knead a few loaves of bread on 
those expansive countertops. 
Wash and can vegetables 
in the apron-front sink. 
Prepare those fixings on the 
professional grade stove. This 
space exists to nourish family 
and friends, so get cooking. 



Saint Laurent Marble
P-1008

With white veining threading 
through a noir background, Saint 
Laurent Marble is luxurious and 
dramatic—a stunning companion 
to light or dark cabinetry. 
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To complement your 
modern farmhouse kitchen

Antico Grigio    
P-1012

A rustic granite with prominent 
veins, Antico Grigio offers 
intense gold and gray undertones 
that also suit Mediterranean-
inspired kitchens.

Typhoon Bordeaux Crème  
P-1005
 
A light granite, Typhoon Bordeaux 
Crème courses with russet 
veins and shimmering mica.

Panorama samples on this 
page shown at 25%

Nuvolato Marble    
P-1013

Broad strokes of white and gray 
soften the look of this dramatic 

marble, a stunning choice for 
kitchens and bathrooms.
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Dreamcatcher  
P-1018

Striated like tree bark, 
Dreamcatcher offers an organic 
look and visual depth lacking in 

most neutrals. 

Scandinavian  
Style
With natural materials that 
call out to be touched, these 
minimalist kitchens exude 
warmth and efficiency. Blond 
wood cabinets and veined 
marble countertops add visual 
interest to the neutral palette; 
cement floors and metal 
accents juxtapose smooth 
textures with the rough.
The light hues complement 
each other, creating a 
calm, cozy atmosphere—a 
true sense of hygge.
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Roman Travertine   
P-1004

Deeply layered and characterized by 
pitted holes and troughs, this stone is 
peaceful, tranquil and serene.

Arabescato Marble  
P-1000

Ivory white with rich veining, 
Arabescato Marble offers an 
understated elegance.

To complement your 
scandinavian style kitchen

Mont Blanc   
P-1009

A lightly veined marble, Mont Blanc 
is nearly translucent, with its layers of 
white and gray emitting a soft glow.

Panorama samples on this 
page shown at 25%

Cararra Venato 
P-1015

Threads of silver, white, and taupe wind 
through this warm-coloured marble, 

making it an ideal partner for cabinetry 
ranging from light in colour to dark. 



Industrial Loft   
P-1011

Evoking the glazed look of oxidized 
metal, Industrial Loft combines light 
and dark shades and works well with 
matte textures.

Cityscape Loft   
P-1010

The colour of wet cement, Cityscape 
Loft is ideal for urbanites in search of 
a low-maintenance, industrial-inspired 
surface.

To complement your 
industrial luxe kitchen

Cinder Slate     
P-1007

With subtle shifts in colouring  
that are less bold than marble 
or granite, Cinder Slate offers a 
stately, uniform appearance.
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Industrial 
Luxe 

Panorama12

Baroque Soapstone  
P-1017

This serene, slate-gray surface 
marked with pools of white offers 
the beauty of soapstone without 

extensive upkeep. 

Versailles Marble  
P-1016

Glimmering veins of white and 
gold add a three-dimensional 

effect to this versatile option with 
gray undertones.

Loft kitchens have evolved 
from their rough-and-ready 
roots, with upscale elements 
now balancing industrial 
touches. Contrast is key: pair 
smooth textures with rough, 
light hues with dark, and 
natural materials with man-
made. Add plenty of built-in 
storage to keep surfaces—
and your sightlines—clear.

Panorama samples on this 
page shown at 25%



Cityscape Loft
P-1010

Industrial Loft
P-1011

Cinder Slate
P-1007

Roman Travertine
P-1004

Tuscan Travertine
P-1003

Panorama14 15

The Panorama Collection Each laminate sheet offers 
a non-repeating take on the 
world’s finest stones. See 
how this unabridged natural 
splendor will look in your 
home by using the full-size 
swatches shown at 100% on 
the following pages.

Terrazzo Grande
P-1014

Baroque Soapstone
P-1017

Dreamcatcher
P-1018

Saint Laurent Marble
P-1008

Mont Blanc
P-1009

Arabescato Marble  
P-1000

Nuvolato Marble
P-1013

Versailles Marble
P-1016

Carrara Venato
P-1015

Marble looks

Antico Grigio
P-1012

Magma Brown Granite
P-1001

Typhoon Bordeaux Crème
P-1005

Typhoon Bordeaux Greige
P-1006

Santa Cecilia
P-1002

Granite looks

Urban looks

 NEW! 
Samples on this page are scaled down to show pattern



P-1 01 5
Carrara Venato 

Available in UL finish

Panorama by Arborite

P-1013
Nuvolato Marble

Available in UL finish

Panorama by Arborite



P-1 01 7
Baroque Soapstone  
Available in VL finish

Panorama by Arborite

P-1 014 
Terrazzo Grande

Available in UL finish

Panorama by Arborite



P-1016
Versailles Marble

Available in UL finish

Panorama by Arborite

P-1018
Dreamcatcher

Available in VL finish

Panorama by Arborite



P-1009
Mont Blanc

Available in VL finish

Panorama by Arborite

P-1008
Saint Laurent Marble

Available in VL finish

Panorama by Arborite



P-1010
Cityscape Loft

Available in IM finish

Panorama by Arborite

P-1011
Industrial Loft

Available in IM finish

Panorama by Arborite



P-1004
Roman Travertine

Available in IM finish

P-1003
Tuscan Travertine

Available in IM finish

Panorama by Arborite Panorama by Arborite



P-1007
Cinder Slate

Available in IM finish

P-1012
Antico Grigio

Available in VT finish

Panorama by Arborite Panorama by Arborite



P-1006
Typhoon Bordeaux Greige

Available in VT finish

P-1005
Typhoon Bordeaux Crème

Available in VT finish

Panorama by Arborite Panorama by Arborite



P-1002
Santa Cecilia

Available in VT finish

P-1001
Magma Brown Granite

Available in VT finish

Panorama by Arborite Panorama by Arborite



P-1000
Arabescato Marble
Available in VL finish

Tough to stain and easy to 
maintain, the Welcome Home 
collection of composite-stone 
laminates adds beauty to 
kitchens of all sizes. The subtle 
patterns infuse spaces with 
style, while the neutral palettes 
play well with any décor.

NEW!  
MONOLITH 
P-407

Although Monolith reads as a uniform light gray 
from afar, closer inspection reveals its delicate 
dark patterns.

Welcome Home 35

Beautify 
Your Kitchen

Panorama by Arborite



Sparkle and quiet sophistication are what Arctic Ice has to offer. The cool 
gray undertones are an ideal foil to neutral cabinetry and stainless steel 
appliances, especially in condo or open-plan kitchens.

    ARCTIC ICE 
P-395

    ARCTIC TUNDRA 
P-396

    ARCTIC SNOW 
P-394

With its creamy white base flecked with gray 
stones, Arctic Tundra is the ultimate supporting 
player. It’s more visually interesting than a 
neutral solid, but won’t upstage the room’s 
architectural details. 

As bright and pure as its namesake, 
Arctic Snow adds luminescence to a 
monochromatic kitchen. Pair it with a 
textured tile to add visual interest, or 
introduce pops of colour for a playful touch. 
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St. Lawrence Bedrock
P-277

Sahara Sand
P-333

Sahara Storm
P-334

Appalachian Stone
P-288

Mississippi Bedrock
P-278

Inukshuk Grey
P-344

Arctic Snow
P-394

Arctic Ice
P-395

Arctic Tundra
P-396

Yukon Riverbed
P-398

Klondike Riverbed
P-397

Inukshuk Taupe
P-345

Inukshuk Carbon
P-346

Sahara Nights
P-353

Inukshuk Brown
P-343

Monolithe 
P-407

Jaipur Amber
P-320

Jaipur Topaz
P-321

Jaipur Onyx
P-322

Montaña Sunrise
P-302

Montaña Dusk
P-304

Montaña Midnight
P-305

Jaipur Pearl
P-319

Jasper Brown Granite
P-285

Gaspé Grey Granite
P-282

Tundra Taupe Granite
P-283

Klondike Gold Granite
P-284

Sahara Blaze
P-335

Granito Terra
P-340

Samples shown at 100%

NEW! 



Colours in this brochure are 
representations only and may 
vary slightly from the original. A 
true and reliable colour match 
is only possible with a sample, 
available free from Arborite.com 
or by calling 800.361.8712.

Arborite
385 Lafleur, 
LaSalle (Québec) 
Canada H8R 3H7 

T 800.996.0366
F 514.363.0903
info@arborite.com
www.arborite.com

Follow Arborite on Facebook, 
Instagram, Pinterest,   
& Twitter:
  
@ArboriteHPL




